
 

 

There is one subject in school that I am not so good at teaching.  It’s not that I am not good at Science, it’s that 

it’s hard to find interesting ways to teach it that don’t require me shopping all over town for several days to find 

everything that I need.  I don’t keep beakers and test tubes on hand, you know? 

I am so glad that I was introduced to The Young Scientists Club and I had the chance to use one of their 

kits.  Founded in 1999, their mission is simple: to offer quality, fascinating Science kits that foster a lifelong 

love of science and a future in scientific endeavors.  So incredible! 

I received The Magic School Bus Exploring the Wonders of Nature kit and I was so surprised at the amount of 

things that were included.  I expected 2 or 3 experiments but there are 10+ activities! 

Ms. Frizzle and her students take Young Scientists on a wild ride into the wonders of nature. Young Scientists 

make a bug house, find treasures on a scavenger hunt, cast an animal track, create a paper mâché ant, learn 

about the life cycle, build an ant farm, explore sun prints, construct leaf art, dry flowers, dissolve an egg shell, 

play the animal tracks game, and much, much more! Seatbelts everyone! Get ready to Explore the Wonders of 

Nature! 

Not everything you need is included, but everything that you have to supply yourself is very common.  The only 

thing that I think would be an issue would be flowers because it’s not flower season here in Northern 

Pennsylvania.  Other than that, everything I need is in the recycle bin or my kitchen.  I love that I can just open 

the instruction booklet and get to work if I haven’t had a chance to prepare.  

The instruction booklet is kid friendly, too.  It not only 

includes the instructions but it’s also a workbook and a 

comic book.  The kids from The Magic School Bus show 

are there to explain what you are doing and then there is 

room to write your findings.  The instructions are written in 

a way that kids can read and understand, too.  It’s very kids 

friendly! 

There are other Science kits available, too.  Clifford the Big 

Red Dog {check out Melissa’s review of the Clifford 

Science in the Kitchen Kit.} Adventure Science, and the 

Nature Series are only a few.  These kits are designed to 

make Science exciting and fun!  

The Young Scientists Club also offers a monthly subscription kit service!  You can choose delivery of 1 or 2 

kits a month and they go in order, each one building on that last.  To me, it looks like a great homeschool 

resource!  How about having Science delivered to your door every month? 
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I love this idea and will be taking them up on it soon!  It’ll be so great to have Science come to my home!  If 

only I could find a company to send Math to my door… 

BUY IT:  You can buy The Young Scientists Club kits on their site.  The Magic School Bus kit we received is 

only $20. 

Follow The Young Scientists Club on Pinterest, @TYSClub on Twitter, on FB, and on YouTube. 
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